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Shinya no Live journal
My cat is missing. My dog is dirty. Kaoru said I should wash it. Good thing I’ll have to do
the laundry today, which makes things less complicated and saves time. First I will
make breakfast. Die will have to shop first for dinner.

The Die-ry
Have to go shopping today...that sucks!
...guess I’ll have to buy new boxer shorts again.
There was a weird new brush in the shower...it wasn’t good quality...got all soaked and
mushy. I threw it into the garbage...come to think of it, it had some odd similarity with
Shin-chan´s cat...must be my imagination.

Kyo´s collection of mentally deranged thoughts on nothing in particular
Gah! Totchi woke me up. Threw Shin-chan´s cat on my face...I smashed it into the wall
(all Totchi´s fault, of course!).

Totchi´s Diary
Fuck! This day started off really bad!
I just woke Kyo...unfortunately I used Shin-chan´s cat, throwing it onto Kyo-chan´s
face >_< When it started wriggling and scratching he smashed it into the wall x_X
Shin-chan´s going to kill me >_< Kyo put the cat into the fridge...he said he was going
to reanimate it later o_O ....I don’t feel so good about that...

Kaoru-sama´s notes
6:00 a.m.
Yay me! Today is my day off of any housework! Die is shopping today (that means his
closet is unguarded!); it’s Totchi´s turn to clean the living room and the bath and
Shinya´s doing the laundry.

Die:
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Kyo was acting weird the whole morning...stalking around the kitchen with a strange
grin plastered to his face. Have to go shopping now, ja ne.

Toshiya:
Waaah!!! Shinya was just heading for the kitchen to make breakfast and do the
laundry >_< I grabbed the frozen kitty and put it into the shower for the
moment...hope it will thaw again.
Kyo is acting weird...strolling around the kitchen...

Kaoru:
8:35 a.m.
Just found that cool piece of old fur in the garbage. Nobody seems to mind so I’ll use
it for one of my next costumes. I can’t help myself, but somehow it has an odd
resemblance with Shinya´s cat...come to think of it, I didn’t see the damn fur ball all
morning...
Kyo is sneaking around the kitchen in a weird fashion...wonder what he’s up to?

Kyo:
Have to get into the kitchen so I can steal that cute panty of Shinya (the one with the
strawberry-print...Shin-chan so kawaii!!!).

Kaoru:
9:15 a.m.
Puppy was dirty after Toshiya cleaned the living room. I gave it to Shinya and said he
should clean the poor dog.
Yay! DaiDai finally left for shopping! My time has come!

Toshiya:
I guess this is not my lucky day...I was cleaning the living room (hiding the dirt under
the carpet as usual) when suddenly it began to move under the cloth! I spanked it with
the broom, but when I lifted the carpet, I only saw puppy with a huge bump on its
head >_<
He’s dirty now and Kaoru said Shinya would have to wash it.

Shinya:
Did the laundry. Strange sounds (apart from puppy) coming out of the washing
machine.
Kaoru thought I didn’t notice, but he stole 3 of Die´s new boxer-shorts when he
thought I wasn’t looking. Bastard! Guess he’s by now drooling over them in his little
shrine.

Kyo:
Got washed together with the laundry (accidentally...had to hide in the basket with
the clothes when Shinya entered) and with puppy (intentionally...sometimes Shin-
chan´s really weird). But it was worth the effort: I have the panty! Wai!
And Kaoru, that pervert, stole 3(!) of Die´s new boxers...poor guy; he liked the one
with the lemon-print so much. Seems like Shinya´s now going to fill Yoshiki´s mailbox
with his chit-chat again.
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Die:
Tadaimah!
Kyo´s missing...my 3 newest boxer shorts as well! Where the hell do these things go!?
Shinya´s talking on Yoshiki´s mailbox again.

Kaoru:
11:42 a.m.
Just stole 3(!) of DaiDai´s latest boxer shorts (one has a lemon print! kawaii!). I can’t
believe Shinya put the dog into the washing machine?! And there were some strange
sounds coming out of the washing machine as well (apart from puppy). Shinya´s
bugging Yoshiki again on the phone.

Toshiya:
Shinya´s talking a whole lot of rubbish on Yoshiki´s mailbox again. The kitty
disappeared from the shower...I hope its ghost won’t haunt me o_O

Shinya:
Have to call Yoshiki-sama again. As off late I can only reach his mailbox...wonder what
he’s doing all the time?!

[ end ...at least for now ]

Yoshiki:
Thank goodness I made an automatic reroute attachment of Shinya to my mailbox ^^
His constant rambling about Kaoru´s boxer short-fetish can drive one insane!
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